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ABSTRACT. A real-time video camera probe was deployed in a hot-water drilled borehole through the
Amery Ice Shelf, East Antarctica, where a total ice thickness of 480 m included at least 200 m of basal
marine ice. Down-looking and side-looking digital video footage showed a striking transition from white
bubbly meteoric ice above to dark marine ice below, but the transition was neither microscopically
sharp nor flat, indicating the uneven nature (at centimetre scale) of the ice-shelf base upstream where
the marine ice first started to accrete. Marine ice features were imaged including platelet structures, cell
inclusions, entrained particles, and the interface with sea water at the base. The cells are assumed to be
entrained sea water, and were present throughout the lower 100–150 m of the marine ice column,
becoming larger and more prevalent as the lower surface was approached until, near the base, they
became channels large enough that the camera field of view could not contain them. Platelets in the
marine ice at depth appeared to be as large as 1–2 cm in diameter. Particles were visible in the borehole
meltwater; probably marine and mineral particles liberated by the drill, but their distribution varied
with depth.

1. INTRODUCTION
Most of the snow falling on the Antarctic continent drains via
large ice streams and floating ice shelves to the sea, where it
is lost either by iceberg calving or as basal melt beneath the
shelves. The interaction between the base of ice shelves and
the sea water circulating beneath them is complicated, with
processes of basal freezing and melting occurring in different
regions. The net output of these processes is important not
only because it is a major component of the Antarctic mass
budget, but because it also modifies the characteristics of the
circulating sea-water masses. Cool, fresh Ice Shelf Water
(ISW) from basal melting regions may mix with warmer,
more saline Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) on the
continental shelf, influencing the formation of Antarctic
Bottom Water, which plays a major role in global ocean
circulation (Foldvik and Gammelsröd, 1988; Nicholls and
others, 1991). In the Weddell Sea, changes in the characteristics of bottom water have occurred, with recent bottom
water formation containing more glacial meltwater than in
previous decades (Gordon, 1998). Phase change processes
are sensitive to climate change, so that shifts in ocean
temperatures and/or circulation patterns near Antarctica
could lead to major modification of Antarctic ice shelves
(Williams and others, 2002). Drastic losses have already
been well documented for some of the smaller ice shelves in
the Antarctic Peninsula region (Doake and Vaughan, 1991;
Rott and others, 1996; Vaughan and Doake, 1996). The
collapse of ice shelves could lead to accelerated discharge of
the grounded ice, and is likely through glacio-eustasy to
directly impact on global mean sea-level variations (Rott and
others, 2002; De Angelis and Skvarca, 2003).
Large-scale basal melting in the grounding zone of ice
shelves can occur at rapid annual average rates up to tens of

metres per annum (Rignot and Jacobs, 2002). As much as
half the continental ice entering the Amery Ice Shelf (AIS)
system is removed through basal melting within 100 km of
first becoming afloat (I. Allison, http://www.gfi.uib.no/frisp/
Rep14/allison.pdf). Due to the pressure dependence of the
freezing point of sea water (Millero, 1978), some of this cool
fresh modified ISW mass, rising along the thinning basal
draft of an ice shelf, produces frazil ice crystals in the water
column that can in turn accrete to the underside, forming
layers of marine ice up to several hundred metres thick
(Lewis and Perkin, 1986; Jenkins and Doake, 1991). The
production of marine ice beneath the AIS, first detected in
ice cores retrieved during a 1968 wintering expedition
(Morgan, 1972), results chiefly in the formation of two
longitudinal bands oriented along the ice-flow direction in
the north-central and northwestern parts of the shelf (Fricker
and others, 2001).
Access to the ocean cavity beneath, as well as to the ice
sequence through the thickness of ice shelves, has become
almost routine with the advent of rapid borehole production
using hot-water drill (HWD) systems. The technique has
been described and successfully employed on the major
Antarctic ice shelves, Ross (Browning and others, 1979;
Koci, 1984), Ronne (Engelhardt and Determann, 1987;
Nicholls and others, 1991) and Amery (Craven and others,
2004), as well as on ice streams in West Antarctica
(Engelhardt and others, 1990). Glacier borehole photography was pioneered on Blue Glacier, Washington, USA,
where basal sliding velocities were measured directly to
supplement velocities inferred from borehole inclinometry
measurements (Harrison and Kamb, 1973; Engelhardt and
others, 1978). Photographic imagery (including television
footage) through ice-shelf access boreholes was first obtained during the Ross Ice Shelf Project, intended principally
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Fig. 1. Map of northern half of the AIS, and AM01b borehole
location. Local snowfall accumulates over this part of the shelf
(300 kg m–2 a–1 at the drill site). Further south the shelf passes
through a superimposed- and bare-ice ablation zone with continental ice exposed at the surface.

to study the sub-shelf water column and sea-floor in search
of marine and benthic life-forms (Bruchhausen and others,
1979; Lipps and others, 1979). A purpose-built Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, (JPLCalTech) video camera system mounted in a pressure
housing for real-time acquisition of in situ ice data has
since been deployed on Kamb Ice Stream (former Ice Stream
C), West Antarctica, capturing footage of isolated clasts
embedded in the ice, debris strata, the solid base of the ice
stream, a subglacial water-filled cavity, and the till bed over
which the stream flows (Carsey and others, 2002). Here we
present selected images through the ice sequence of the AIS,
collected using the same real-time video camera probe, to
examine ice structure in the north-central region of the shelf.

2. FIELD OPERATIONS
As part of the Amery Ice Shelf Ocean Research project
(AMISOR), conducted by the Glaciology Program of the
Australian Antarctic Division, a modular HWD system was
deployed in December 2003 to melt an access borehole
through a location 100 km from the centre of the iceberg
calving front of the AIS, AM01b (69825.90 S, 71826.80 E;
Fig. 1). The resulting borehole had a nominal diameter of
300 mm through some 480 m of ice thickness, the lower
200–210 m of which was known to consist of accreted
marine ice (Morgan, 1972; Craven and others, 2004).
A HWD coring head (Engelhardt and others, 2000) was
deployed in the borehole during drilling to sample the ice at
targeted depths. The core drilling proved difficult, with small
irregular ice samples only retrieved at nominal depths of
250 m (within the meteoric ice) and 275 m (in the upper
marine ice). The shelf was subsequently penetrated with the
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HWD, the entire borehole reheated with a reaming head,
and upon completion of integrity tests the JPL-CalTech
borehole camera probe was used to record the ice sequence
from top to bottom. Descent rates were typically in the range
0.02–0.06 m s–1. Due to the nature of the fibre-optic winch
cabling arrangement (Carsey and others, 2002), the borehole
was sampled in four approximately 120 m sections over a
total period of 12 hours. The probe was also allowed to
descend a further 360 m to the ocean floor to examine the
characteristics of the seabed (the depth counter reading
30 m more than this due to the probe being swept
sideways by strong sub-shelf currents). About 6 hours of
digital video footage on each of the down-looking and sidelooking video cameras was recorded to tape for later
analysis, whilst regions of special interest were able to be
investigated in greater detail due to the real-time surface
station display capability of the system.
The fibre-optic cable from the winch to the borehole
camera probe was fed over a sheave with a rotary encoder
that sent a depth count signal to the recording electronics.
The cable also looped over the capstan wheel on the HWD
stand in order to guide the probe vertically down the
borehole. This physical arrangement may have introduced a
small counter error from the JPL-CalTech encoder, which has
not been determined.
One of the major constraints on sampling with HWD
access through cold ice is refreezing of the borehole over
relatively short durations, even though it may be months
before an undisturbed temperature profile is fully restored to
the ice (Nixdorf and others, 1994). This limits the time
available for sampling after warming of the water within the
borehole and ice in the immediate vicinity of the wall. The
speed of descent of the camera was partially determined by
the need to capture the entire ice sequence and evacuate the
hole within a single continuous 12 hour period. We decided
against acquiring the sequence in halves over two sampling
periods separated by a warm reaming run, as this could have
introduced the undesired effect of altering the borehole
walls significantly between recordings. A drawback of the
adopted approach is that whilst the recordings were quite
satisfactory when viewed in video mode, because of the
optical retention capabilities of the human brain, highquality still image captures were not always obtained. This
problem was exacerbated in the marine ice where strong
reflective surfaces that allow the auto-zoom side-looking
lens to remain in sharp focus were not always present.

3. IMAGES FROM THE ICE BOREHOLE CAMERA
SYSTEM
A schematic cross-section of the ice-shelf structure at the
borehole site is given in Figure 2 as a visual aid to the
relative depth location of the features discussed below.

3.1. Meteoric ice (0–275 m depth)
Particles were visible in the borehole meltwater even at the
very top of the water column. These may have been biogenic
and/or mineralogic particles liberated by the drill from the
marine ice and mixed throughout the water column by the
turbulence associated with the withdrawal of various HWD
instruments from the borehole. It seemed at first a little
surprising that they did not settle quickly enough to clear the
uppermost part of the meltwater column prior to deployment of the camera probe. However, video inspection of the
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Fig. 2. Schematic cross-section of the three-layer ice-shelf structure at the borehole site.

incomplete borehole at 300 m depth showed that there was
not only a patch of debris settled at the bottom of the hole,
but also fine particulates suspended in the surrounding
water, the particle size chiefly determining the rain-out rate.
Close inspection of the side-looking video sequence also
revealed the presence of occasional debris particles in the
meteoric ice, particularly in the 140–160 m section. This
may be related to an internal reflection layer detected in the
vicinity of the borehole by Chinese ice radar surveys
(personal communication from Wang Dali, 2004). It also
indicates that at least some of the particulate matter in the
upper borehole meltwater may have been sourced from
aeolian dust deposits within the meteoric ice. This is likely to
occur on the southern half of the AIS in the superimposedand bare-ice ablation zone with dust from the surrounding
Prince Charles Mountains. Very few ice crystals were
recorded in the upper water column, their occurrence
identified by bright specular reflection of light from the

probe lamps. Their scarcity suggests that those observed
were likely platelets freed from the borehole walls at depth,
floating up through the water column, rather than products
of local refreezing.
The meteoric ice sequence in the borehole consisted of
ice from two distinct sources: 0–70 m, local near-coastal
precipitation on the ice shelf between the Beaver Lake
region and the borehole (Fig. 1), and 70–275 m, continental
ice from the Lambert Glacier drainage basin; both well
characterized by oxygen d18O stable-isotope values, –20%
and –36% respectively (Morgan, 1972).
Refrozen ice lenses as thick as 20 mm were prevalent in
the upper 70 m, formed from summer melt events in the firn.
These were easily detected by the side-looking camera as
layers of clear (darker) ice in the white granular and/or
bubbly ice surrounding them (Fig. 3a). Thin (1–2 mm) ice
lenses from surface wind-glazed crust events were also
evident within this region (Fig. 3b). These are formed from
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Prominent vertical ice veins were recorded in the ice in
the 70–78 m depth range, most likely the result of meltwater
refreezing in surface fissures on the continental ice during
transit through the superimposed- and bare-ice ablation
zone on the southern half of the shelf (Fig. 3c). Ice crystal
grain boundaries were faintly visible in the video footage
below 140 m, with larger grain-sizes at greater depth in the
meteoric ice.

3.2. Meteoric–marine ice interface (approximately
275 m depth)
The meteoric–marine ice transition depth recorded by the
borehole probe was around 279 m, which was probably a
slight overestimate. It was known from ice-core drilling in
the region that the interface was slightly shallower than this
(270 m: Morgan, 1972; 276 m: personal communication
from Li Yuansheng, 2003). Short core pieces collected with a
HWD coring head (Engelhardt and others, 2000) from the
vicinity of 275 m at AM01b were found to be clear ice with
minor debris inclusions, and thus of marine origin. This has
been confirmed by subsequent stable-isotope d18O measurements with an average value of +1.8 ± 0.1% (compared
to –36% for the continental meteoric ice).
The meteoric–marine ice transition was not a microscopically sharp interface (Fig. 4), nor did it appear to be
strictly horizontal, much like the undulating discontinuity
extending over 10–20 mm depth reported for the Ronne Ice
Shelf transition (Eicken and others, 1994). This implies some
meso-structure to the ice-shelf base upstream where the
marine ice first started to accrete to the underside of the
shelf. Such fine structure may simply be the scalloped nature
of the original meteoric basal ice, well known from
observations of underwater keels and overturned icebergs,
in which the first marine ice frazil crystals began to
accumulate.

3.3. Marine ice (275–480 m depth)

Fig. 3. (a) Thick 10–15 mm refrozen summer meltwater ice lens still
preserved after the firn has compacted to bubbly glacial ice.
(b) Thin (1–2 mm) wind-glazed crust ice lens (arrowed) preserved in
granular bubbly glacial ice. (c) Vertical refrozen (2–10 mm thick)
meltwater ice veins near the top of the continental ice layer. Note:
all side-looking frames in this paper have had the image digitally
inverted so that the top of the image is up in the ice. In the original
recording by the probe, up in the image was down in the ice
(Carsey and others, 2002).

the sintering together of ice grains at the surface during a
precipitation hiatus with prolonged periods of strong wind
across the ice shelf (Jones, 1983; Goodwin, 1988). Such
crusts are generally opaque, relative to the transparent lenses
formed by summer melting and refreezing events, though
this property was impossible to distinguish from the video
frames.

The marine ice layer was characterized by a lack of air
bubbles, making it appear dark and largely transparent in
reflected light by comparison to the meteoric ice. The
sparsity at times of well-defined reflective features in the
marine ice caused the side-looking camera to lose focus and
drop into ‘hunting’ mode, and a strong reverse ghost
reflection of the lens itself from the probe hull window
appeared in the field of view.
Some very small-diameter cells (1 mm), and irregular
veins were detected in the ice-core samples collected from
275 m depth at the very top of the marine ice layer. These
were most likely brine inclusions (Fig. 5), but were not
obvious in the video recordings. These core samples were
also found to contain entrained debris of both biogenic and
mineralogic origin, as has been previously reported for
marine ice layers on the underside of ice shelves (Morgan,
1972; Oerter and others, 1992), largely confined to strings or
discrete near-horizontal planes (Eicken and others, 1994;
Moore and others, 1994).
Video footage of the upper marine ice exhibited splayed
banding, with the illumination source reflecting strongly off
layered features within it (Fig. 6). These were mostly seen
side-on, but a few were viewed directly along their central
axes, appearing as rays emanating from a focal point deeper
within the ice. These features may well be correlated with
the debris planes detected in the upper marine ice-core
samples from 275 m depth.
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Fig. 4. Side-looking images at the meteoric–marine ice transition depth. (a) Tiny platelet crystals (2–5 mm across) appear in the dark marine
ice immediately below the transition, and a much larger meteoric ice crystal grain projects into the marine ice across the interface (circled).
Note camera lens reflection near top corners of the image. (b) The two dark patches (centre and middle-right) may be marine ice inclusions
within the meteoric ice crystal matrix.

In January 2002 a HWD borehole and core sampling
operation (AM01) took place at the same physical surface
location on the AIS (within 250 m), where short ice-core
sections were obtained at targeted depths within the marine
ice layer. Thin-fabric analysis of the samples found banded
rectangular facies in the 390 m core (Craven and others,
2004), which may relate to the banded layering recorded on
video tape deep within the marine ice at AM01b (Fig. 7).
Similar banded facies marine ice has been observed in core
samples from the Hells Gate (74.88 S, 163.78 E) and Nansen
(74.88 S, 162.88 E) ice shelves in Terra Nova Bay, with the
suggestion that such strongly aligned c-axes fabrics were
indicative of individual frazil crystals orienting nearly
parallel to the ice–ocean interface during initial freezing

under the influence of boundary layer currents (Tison and
others, 1993; Khazendar and others, 2001).
The borehole probe at AM01b showed that, from around
350 m down, small cells appeared in the marine ice layer,
many of which were spheroidal with flattened bases covered
by debris deposits (Fig. 8a). These are presumed to contain
brine, concentrated remnants of trapped interstitial host
water from frazil ice compaction processes at the base of the
shelf. Their sphericity is the result of surface free energy
minimization with the freezing of larger brine cells, and
metamorphism during downward pore migration (very slow:
at most 2 mm a–1) under small vertical temperature gradients
within the marine ice layer (Eicken and others, 1994). Icecore samples collected at depths of 290, 360 and 390 m

Fig. 5. Small ice-core sample obtained from 275 m at very top of marine ice layer with (a) small brine cells and veins that have not been
clearly detected in video footage, and (b) debris planes that show up as banding on video.
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Fig. 6. Splayed banding in the upper marine-ice video footage,
which is likely a manifestation of the debris planes evident in the
ice-core sample obtained from similar depth.

from the 2002 AM01 borehole were found to exhibit
increased average bulk salinities with depth (0.06%,
0.58% and 0.75% respectively), possibly indicative of
increased volume and number of brine inclusions with
depth (Fig. 8b). Discrete entrained debris particles were also
evident alongside brine inclusions at great depth within the
marine ice layer (Fig. 9).
The standard method to detect penetration of an ice shelf
with a HWD is to monitor the pressure head in the
subsurface recirculation supply well (Makinson, 1993). By
deliberately maintaining the water level different to the
height expected for a column of fresh water to be supported
by the sea water below the shelf, it is possible to observe
a well-head pressure-level change equivalent to several
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Fig. 7. Banded layering in the deeper marine ice. Apparent
curvature may be an artefact of differential melting of the borehole
wall during drilling and/or reaming.

metres over the space of a few seconds as initial breakthrough occurs. Whilst melting the AM01 borehole in 2002,
the well-head sensor detected such a change with the drill
head at 376 m depth, some 100 m above the true base of
the shelf (confirmed at 479 m by borehole caliper re-entry
upon completion of drilling). This was interpreted as being
due to the ‘honeycomb’, or porous, nature of the marine
ice layer allowing hydraulic connection with the ocean
cavity through this thickness of ice (Craven and others,
2004). The weight of the fresh-water column in the borehole
was sufficient to punch through a hydraulic connection,
even though the cavities in the marine ice may not have
been fully interconnected throughout the bottom 100 m of
the layer.

Fig. 8. (a) Spheroidal brine cell showing cell wall (dotted arrow) and debris settled at base (solid arrow), and (b) similar brine inclusions
(3–4 mm across) in the irregular shaped 360 m ice-core sample obtained from the associated drill site AM01.
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Fig. 9. Brine cell or bubble with fine debris settled at base (solid
arrow), and discrete entrained debris particle (dashed arrow).

Fig. 10. Pairs of brine cells joined by steps (arrowed) to form larger
brine inclusions, with brine channels also becoming prevalent from
around this depth.

As the camera probe descended through the marine ice
sequence, it was observed that a number of these features
were conjoined to form larger brine cells, continuing up to
the scale of brine channels (Fig. 10). The increased prevalence of such features around this depth (370 m) most likely
accounts for the hydraulic connection with the sea water in
the cavity beneath the shelf at AM01. Such a connection
was not observed in the AM01b borehole due to failure of
the well-head depth sensor earlier in the operation.
The discrete cells higher up in the older marine ice (ages
decrease with depth) were probably once larger brine cells
and channels, that have shrunk over time as more of the sea
water within them has frozen. They therefore had prior
access to scavenging a larger volume of sea water, which
may well account for the large quantity of settled debris at
their bases. Very few spheroidal cells were seen with little or
no settled debris within them.
The mechanism proposed for the production of marine
ice layers has two basic stages: individual frazil ice crystals

form in the water column, and then compact and
consolidate at the base of the ice shelf; ice does not freeze
in situ (Engelhardt and Determann, 1987; Oerter and others,
1992; Eicken and others, 1994; Tison and others, 2001). The
visible structure of the marine ice at depth would seem to
strongly support this mechanism, with individual platelet
crystals clearly visible around 400 m (Fig. 11a). The
common, near-horizontal orientation of platelets (Fig. 11b)
over much of this region probably corresponds to the
rectangular banded facies observed in the 390 m deep core
sample from AM01.

3.4. Base of ice shelf (480 m depth)
Towards the base, little debris was evident within the
borehole meltwater, in the marine ice or settled on the many
ledges (formed by brine cells and/or uneven melting of the
borehole walls). This could indicate that sea-water flushing
of interconnected cavities at depth has been able to remove
most of the debris that might otherwise have collected there.

Fig. 11. Ice platelets with quite random orientation (a), and with mostly common orientation (b) in the marine ice matrix near 400 m depth.
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Fig. 12. Large borehole wall cavity (upper half of image) in the
marine ice layer at depth. The ledge in the lower half of the image
has neither settled nor entrained debris evident here.

Fig. 14. Indistinct exit cavity in the ‘honeycomb’ ice at the borehole
base, as captured by the down-looking camera.

If so, the debris settled in brine cells higher in the marine ice
comes from different source water that had a greater debris
load further south under the shelf.
It proved exceptionally difficult to image the interface,
around 480 m depth, between the marine ice and the
underlying ocean with the side-looking camera. Problems
were experienced trying to obtain and maintain focus as
brine channel size and number increased toward the base
(Fig. 12). The marine ice texture here presented a layered
flaky appearance (Fig. 13), with ice platelets occasionally
giving bright glints of specular reflection from the probe light
source. A caliper profile from the AM01 HWD site in 2002
also indicated the irregular nature of the borehole walls in
the final 100 m or so of the shelf (below the hydraulic
connection depth). Exit images from the borehole into the
ocean cavity were captured slightly better by the downlooking camera (Fig. 14). Video evidence suggests that the
ice-shelf base interface with the sea water below may have
open cavities yielding a large cellular or honeycomb
structure, as distinct from unconsolidated slush that was

encountered at the base of the Ronne Ice Shelf, partially
filling the lower 35 m of the borehole there (Engelhardt and
Determann, 1987).
It remains unclear whether the ice shelf is undergoing
basal melting or freezing at the site. Even the presence of ice
crystals in the first 20 m or more of the water column
immediately beneath the shelf (Fig. 15) may either be
indicative of local freezing, or be the result of ice crystals
being stripped from the irregular base of the shelf by the
steady currents detected there (measured by current meter as
0.13 ± 0.03 m s–1). The small temperature gradient measured
by a thermistor string installation through the base of the
shelf in the AM01 borehole has not yet yielded conclusive
results (Craven and others, 2004).

Fig. 13. The flaky layered texture of the marine ice (difficult to
capture in still frames) showing a structural network rather than an
aggregation of loose slush near the ice-shelf base.

Fig. 15. What are possibly small ice crystals (arrowed) swept by in
the steady current immediately beneath the ice-shelf base (lens flare
evident on left of image).

4. CONCLUSIONS
With the JPL-CalTech ice borehole camera probe we have
been able to examine in situ the ice structure of the northcentral AIS (site AM01b) within 100 km of the calving front.
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It was possible to detect three strata: local accumulation
with horizontal ice lenses (0–70 m); bubbly continental ice
with vertical veins in its upper regions (70–275 m); and
accreted marine ice with embedded debris and brine cell
inclusions (275–480 m). Thick summer melt lenses, and
occasional thin wind crusts observed in the local accumulation layer may be a useful adjunct to ice-core annual-layer
analyses.
Debris inclusions (in distinct planes and/or strings) were
particularly prevalent in the upper part of the marine ice
layer, with their diminution at depth likely a result of
reduced debris load in the interstitial host water during frazil
compaction at the base of the shelf closer to the site. The
honeycomb nature of the ice, previously reported at depth
from short core samples collected 2 years earlier at the same
site, was observed in situ for the first time, revealing the
presence of inclusions, in the form of spheroidal cells, and
channels of what was probably concentrated brine in at least
the lower half of the marine ice layer in the region. The
interconnection of this network of brine features deep in the
marine ice layer with sea water below makes the bottom
100 m of the shelf in this area particularly sensitive to any
alterations to water temperatures and/or circulation patterns
under global climate-change scenarios.
The presence of sea-water-filled englacial conduits in the
marine ice at great depth may have significant ramifications
for the modelling of ice-shelf rheology where thick layers
exist. Typical surface glaciology and remote-sensing studies
have not revealed their presence, and as the ice is very close
to the local sea-water pressure-freezing temperature standard, core drill sampling may not be viable. The JPL-CalTech
borehole probe is therefore a valuable tool for increasing our
knowledge of significant marine ice deposits at the base of
ice shelves.
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